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When night moved in past the tree line, life became even more boring and lonely to 
the young country dwellers. Afternoon perennial cribbage games moved from the perfect 
29 score announced on the local radio to couched reruns on a damp and hopefully spring 
night. For outsiders or the newly arrived though, every night was a warm wet comforting 
dream. On this cold soggy spring winter night, couching my potatoes in warm and dry at 
the neighbour’s was fine by me.

Hanna Banana and Cindy talking, dealing cards and Harold sleeping in the next 
room, turning over the local gossip to find what was really nothing much, was good enough.
Sometimes it is nice just to herd together and grin. The night could become a little less 
empty. Being young though, there is always a flame simmering or the fuel waiting for a 
spark.

As luck would have it, this wet and soggy night was about to ignite. Ted stood in the 
doorway and had his own idea of crazy eights. Hanna and Ted had a kind of thing going on,
much to Ted's wife's relief, but then again sisters need to be there for each other and it was 
sister Hanna’s birthday. Cindy and I are still friends, a bond forged under a vacant moon.

Ted did sit for a while, but soon recalled that some hippies in Millbridge owed him 
money or drugs or both - it didn’t really matter. Ted liked to fight. He also decided that we 
should all go with him to get it and he was not one to take kindly to the word 'no'. How do I
get out of this, I thought? I let them all pile into Ted's car and then said: "I think I'll follow 
you in my mine." Slick John, now, I could leave when I wanted too. I could feel a little 
thunder rumbling; the gods were laughing.

There is an easy turn on to the Old Hastings Road. It is a smooth bend off the main 
highway, nothing perpendicular about it. Speed can kill but in this case it embarrassed, for 
there was Ted his intellect humbled by his brawn. I approached minutes later as he tried to 
chug his way out of a marshmallow snow bank that would not widen to let him pass. 
Luckily, I had help in the trunk of my car. I was equipped, or so I thought. Ted grabbed my
spade and promptly discovered a flat tire at the end of my sharp shovel. That distant 
thunder was not the gods laughing. They were wagering.

Now we all piled into my car. Ted shivered in Hanna Banana's arms, but was 
determined that I peel it, I hesitated a moment and then complied. I think Cindy was 
taking notes. I found a safe place to park at the side of the road outside Archie and 
Toothpick's. I wanted to for sure be able to make a safe get away.

Ted, always the fearless leader, leapt ahead with his banana and Hanna clutched 
Cindy's hand. Soon off the main road, we slogged through the wheel ruts of many winter 
days, the hard and the hardly. All three had confronted the country fashion challenge in 
penny loafers, tee shirts and light spring clothing. The freezing rain and deep slush pulled 
them deeper as Ted battled the enclosing darkness of the tree lined lane with his trusty BIC 
lighter. I did not look as fashionable in my tall rubber boots and rain slicker, but even in 



my present situation I could at least feel somewhat intelligent.

Ted knocked on the door after turning to us and adding his own rain of threats to 
the cold night. This could be not nice, I thought, as I emptied myself to the winds of the 
universe. No time for assumptions. I braced myself. The door was opened by a loquacious 
linguist, Archie. He was an unperfected success coach or future motivational speaker who 
could, after much past experience with the mercurial vagaries of life, greet and turn Ted's 
anger into a perfect situation. He offered, an at the very least, warm dry sanctuary from 
the dripping storm. Archie was a warm and lovable charlatan who could turn a six into a 
nine and could, depending on the season, roll it into any other number you may desire. 
There was fire crackling and light and then it was warm.

Upstairs was a room with a TV hooked to a battery, a couple of mattresses, a few 
piles of clothing, and burned down upright cigarette filters which defined the perimeter of 
the room, a feeble tribute to Emily Post. We stood and warmed ourselves around the cheery
cherry red stove pipe, a controlled burn on an incendiary night that south of Highway 7 
would have been a chimney fire. Occasionally the station would tune in and there would be 
another person or two in a room already too crowded. Ted threatened, Archie wielded his 
silver tongue, and the night passed with the wind.

Occasionally the house would thump or bump. I noticed it but pondered other hard 
knocks looming before me. I was focused on the sparring match and Archie's friend.

Toothpick was a quiet one. He looked like an ancient Egyptian with his long, black, 
unwashed, oily hair, skinny as a knife blade turned to you. A hieroglyphic peeled off a 
stoned wall and just as silent. He was more than just silent: he was quiet. He could appear 
behind you without a sound and as blank as an empty grave. I tried not to look at him and 
hoped we had nothing in common.

Ted now curled, teeth chattering in Hanna's arms, for warmth, the stove pipe no 
longer glowed. 
Then I heard it again and again, a thump and a bump in the night.
"What the hell was that?" I asked.
"Rats down in the kitchen," said Archie "You gotta see this."
That's okay, I thought, I could definitely take a pass on seeing rats.
But the room moved at once. There was nothing on the TV.
Coal-oil lantern swinging, we headed down the stairs.
Archie said: "Take the lantern and open the door real quick and you can see them all 
scurry."
I was thrust with the lantern through the door, way faster than I ever imagined.

No rats, but a giant black stallion. Stallions don't like kitchens for stalls. They are 
not meant for drinking from the sink. They like horsing around, not being saddled with 
proper dining etiquette.

Archie pulled me back before the hoof clawed my air.



Archie and Toothpick had travelled from BC with a U-haul trailer converted to 
carry a horse. They had enjoyed the byways and highways of our province before coming 
to a dirt road that had once been the main highway and a house that someone once upon a 
time loved.

They in due course made inquiries and found that the place was owned by people in 
the United Snakes. They rarely came up. An ideal location, thought our young intrepids. 
Archie took it upon himself to write to the people in the US. He told them that they had 
fallen in love with the property and the community and wondered if they could buy the 
place. Over several months they reached a mutually agreeable price, a price very much 
below market standards, but not below the standards of this Pinky and the Brain in their 
bid for World Domination.

The lengthy negotiation gave enough time for them to place the property for sale at 
a loftier price. At first it seemed like a perfect plan. They would make a nice profit, close to 
a year's free rent, and move on.

Unfortunately the acid deal of the century came along before the money could be 
sent to the people in the States. That's right LSD and other assorted drugs. The stakes were
high and getting higher all the time, just a little time before the new owner came to take 
possession of their pricey country estate.

The huge profit in drugs powered an easily shifted reality to become the Party of the
Century.

Now a few weeks after the party, Ted had come looking for something he lost, 
something to fight for. He lost again to the twist a spring rain can give a winter night. It was
time for fetal position. We slogged our way back to the car. Sometimes warm and dry and 
tucked into bed with your favourite banana is good enough. For me cold stark loneliness 
was its own warm reward.
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